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P.O. Box 2063
Harrisburg. PA 17105-2063
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2020

Inoepepnt Regugato.
Review commission

Re: l’roposed Rule Making for Water Quality Standard Ibr Manganese (Mn)

Dear Secretary McDonnell:
I am writing on behalf of the more than 3.000 men and omen who earn their living in the mining and
support of Pennsylvania’s anthracite mining industry. I an writing in response to publication of your
notice ol’ ruleinakmg which appeared in the July 25, 2020 issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Observation of the Proposed Rulemaking

1.

Ibis is the first time in my memory that have ever seen the Department draft a menu of
regulatory options. Option one. changes the point of compliance for manganese to the
point of withdrawal for potable water sources. While the proposed language complies
,yith the letter oIUw law, it completely’ ignores the spirit and intent of the legislature’s
direction by classii’ing manganese as a toxin.
Option two, requires that at 0.3 mg/I. discharge criteria be met at the point of discharge
putting a further burden on the mining industry. Option two totally ignores the legal
standard established by the legislature in 2017 and appears to he the personal preference
of unelected stalT members within the Department’s Bureau of Clean Water (BCW).

2. By seeking to name manganese as a toxin, the Department is completely out of step with
the EPA and other states, none of which regulate manganese as a toxin. This regulatory
overreach comes at a time when the Federal government is working to substantially
reduce the regulatory work load, on businesses around the county so that people can make
a living and provide for their families.

Reclaiming the Past, Fueling the Future
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3. The studies and the information compiled by the Department tojustily their position
shows an extreme confirmation bias by referencing studies from countries like WWJI
Japan, South Korea. Bangladesh and other less developed nations. These studies do not
discuss other social and physical factors beyond manganese that also contribute to
negative health issues.
Further. the Proposed Rulemaking does not make a single reference to other coal states
and how they treat manganese within their borders.
4. In citing some of the studies the 13C\V references in its Proposed Rulemaking, the
Department seems to be less certain in the results they are reicrencing. They express this
uncertainty with a number of weak qualit’ing statements.
The Department seeks to move forward with a regulation that creates a toxin that no other state or
the EPA has recognized as a toxin. The I3CW recommendation is based on studies that
“niggest”.” “is 1/nc/cur” and are “hampered by a lack a/cia/a.’’ This is neither good science nor
good environmental policy and it will he harmful to Pennsylvania businesses and workers.
Manganese Rule Making Background and Anthracite Industry Position

On October 30, 2017, Governor Tom Wolf signed FIB 118 into law as Act 40 of2017. The Act
directed the EQ13 to propose and advance rulemaking which will bring Pennsylvania manganese
effluent standards in line with Federal guidelines and those of’ surrounding coal states like Ohio.
Kentucky’ and West Virginia.
Following the signing of Act 40 of 2017 into law, the Pennsylvania Anthracite Council (PAC)
submitted a written request to the EQB requesting that 25 PA Code 96.3 (d) be attended to
include manganese as an exception to subsection (c).
In our comment letter to the FQB. we pointed out that the water quality standard found in 25 PA
Code 93 is a Potable Water Standard (PWS) and not an effluent limitation. As such, it is a water
quality standard that must be attained after treatment. The discrepancy between effluent
limitations for mining criteria and PWS results in the misapplication of the PWS criteria when an
operator seeks a National Pollution Discharge ElinNnation System (NPDES) permit.
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Chapter 87 and 88 mining regulations only require mine operators to treat manganese to 2.0
effluent standard. Holding mine operators to the more strinuent Chapter 93 standard in areas that
will have “zero impact” on any potable water source creates an unnecessary cost burden on
operators while providing no noticeable environmental or consumer protection.
For example. as required by regulation, one anthracite mining company located in Tamaqua.
Schuylkill County is treating for Manganese at its mine discharge to the 1.0 standard. It is
placing its treated discharge into the Little Schuvikill River which is one of numerous tributaries
of the Schuvlkill River.

According to the United States Geological Survey (USGS) from 2013 to 2017 the average daily
mean water flow in the Little Schuylkill River averaged between 64.5 and 84.9 cubic feet per
second (CFS). I lowever. by the time it reached its nearest PWS intake, 73 driving miles from the
treated discharge. the how had increased to an average daily mean ranging from 2.276 to 3.245
CFS. By the time it reaches the first PWS we have been able to identify intake downstream, the
water flow has increased by a factor of more than 38 times the Ilow in Tarnaqua.
Additionally, the average daily Manganese treated water flow exiting the Tamaqua mine site
during the same period of time has averaged 12.1 CFS. By the time it reaches the point of the first
intake on the Schuylkill River, the treated discharge represents about 0.0053 percent of the entire
system’s how volume.
We ha\e not been able to find any testing ligures lbr Manganese at the PWS intake. However, at
73 driving miles distant, we believe it is safe to say that any water treated 11w manganese in
Tamaqun will have dropped out of suspension or long been diluted by the time it reaches the PWS
intake.
In fact. given the distance and the volume of water diluting the treated manganese discharge from
its introduction in Tamaqua until its first withdraw 73 miles away. it is highly unlikely that even if
treated to the Federal standard of2.0 mg/I that it would have any noticeable impact on the PWS
drawinu from the Schuvlkill River.
Additionally, once the regulation is amended. Manganese will still he regulated and treated but on
a more site-specific basis. Companies, like the one in Tamaqua who want to treat Mn to a 2.0 will
still be required to update and amend their [MDL plans. At that point PWS withdraw sites can
be identified and those mining and treatment operations which may located at an unsafe distance
may still be required to continue to meet the 1.0 standard or somewhere in between.
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Amending 25 PA Code 96.3 (d) to include manganese ilI have no noticeable impact on public
drinking water supplies hut it will provide significant financial relief to employers mining coal
who are required to treat manganese on their sites to a needless more strinuent standard.
DEP Bureau of Clean Water Response to Act 40 of 2017
The proposed rulemaking provided by the Bureau of Clean Water (BCW) is at a both puzzling and
problematic on several levels which I outlined early in my comments. This is especially more so
in light of the clear direction Act 40 oI’201 7 provides.
The Act 40 oF 2017 which directed the FQB to propose a regulation requiring that the water
quality criteria lbr manganese be met consistent with the exception in 25 Pa. Code § 96.3(d).
eliëctivelv moving the point of compliance 11w manganese from the point ol discharge to any
downstream public water supply withdrawal.

In response. the I QH directed the DSP Bureau of Clean Waler to provide regulatory language to
the board to which will bring the rules for Manganese into line with the Federal guidelines. The
DSP then responded to the 11QBs request by submitting two separate alternate options neither of
which complies with the spirt or intent of Act 40 of 2017.
First Alternative Point of Compliance Proposal
The DSP Bureau of Clean Water has proposed two (2) different point of compliance alternatives.
one that complies with Act 40, and one that does not. The first alternative is a proposed regulation
that changes the point of compliance for manganese in Chapter 96 from “being achieved in all
surlhce waters’ to being met “at the point of all existing or planned surface potable water supply
w i thd rawu ls.

The Department has drafted the Following regulatory language:
ci) Ac an e.vce fit/oil to subsection (ci. the ira/er qualu3 criteria for lola! chssolrecl so//dc, nitrite—
ti/irate ni/ivgeii. phenolics, chloricie.sul/äre and /1uoncie established/br the protection Of/rn/able
water supjili’ a,ici the water qucditv ciiteru)n for manganese shall he met at least 99% of the titize
at the ponit of all existing or planned surface potable ira/er .vupph’ withdrmra/.v unless othenri.ce
specified in this title.
Potable vs. Non-Potable: Under this alternative, if no potable water supply exists or is planned
then no water quality-based eflluent limits will apply. I lowever. Federal ELGs would still apply
to the mininu discharues, as would the limits set in 25 Pa Code Chapters 87. 88. 89 and 90. For all
other point source discharges of manganese there would be no water quality criteria or Federal
[[Us to limit the amount of manganese discharged into the surface water.
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Also, under this scenario. disehargers would have no water quality—based effluent limit applied to
their discharge of wastewater containing manganese. If a potable water supply withdrawal does
exist downstream of a manganese discharge, the proposed water quality criterion for manganese
vill only apply at the potable water supply intake.
[his scenario, which would establish the point of compliance for the proposed manganese
criterion at the point of potable water supply intake, would grant somc financial relief to any
permitted discharger of manganese due to reduced wastewater treatment costs. Under this
alternative the proposed human health criterion 11w manganese will not apply unless a potable
water supply withdrawal is located on the surlitce water.
Ifa potable water supply is located on the stream, a discharger’s point ofcompliance with the
proposed manganese criterion will be modelled from the upstream point of discharge to the point
of potable water supply withdrawal, allowing 11w attenuation of the effluent as it travels
downstream. The discharger’s effluent limitation would he determined based on achieving thc
proposed manganese criterion of 0.3 mg/I. at the point of potable water supply intake.
According to the DEP. if this proposed criterion is adopted “those holding orseehuzgpernntc to
discharge Manganese into surface waters of Pennsylvania will benefit” I [as the Department
done or is it planning to do a Reasonable Potential Analysis of its proposed rule change?
Second Alternate Point of Compliance

The second method of compliance the Department is considering would be applied to all surface
waters to protect “all releivnt uses in accordance with 96.3 (ci. ThLv would i’equire that (13
discharge criteria he t;iet at the point o/dtccharge.’’
The Department proposes the following language to implement the second alternative:
(c) Jo protect existing and designated surface water uses, the water quality criteria describe ci in
Chapter 93 (relating to ii’ater quality standardsi, including the criteria in ,q § 93.7 and 93.Xa(h)
O’elatin to specific nater quality criteria; and toxic substances) shall be achieved in all surface
waters at least 99% of/he flute, unless otherwise specified in this title. The general water quail/v
criteria in § 93.6 (relating to general waler quality criteria,) shall he achieved in surfitce waters cit
all times at design conditions.

According to the preamble. if manganese concentrations in the source water are greater than 1.0
mg/L there would he a new need for pre-treatment to reduce the level of manganese to an
acceptable level Ibr fish culture.
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Under this alternative, the DEP argues that additional protections will be provided to the Potable
I Va/er Supply use and other protected water supply uses (e.g., Irrigation, Livestock Water
Supply and IVildflfe If’ater Supph). Furthernwre, cost savings may he realized kv public water
systems, as manganese levels in source waters will he lower, and less treatment will he neces.cary
to meet drinking water regulations.

Analysis
While the tint alternate point of compliance proposal does comply with the letter of Act 40
of 201 7, it totally ignores the intent of the legislature by adding n1angzmese to the table of Iluman
I lealth and Aquatic Life Criteria for Toxic Substances of 0.3 mg/L in 25 Pa Code Chapter 93.

Further. the Department has taken a position that if a water supply withdrawal does exist
downstream 1mm a manganese discharge site, the proposed new criteria will be modelled from the
upstream point of discharge and account for attenuation of the effluent and it travels downstream.
[he discharger’s effluent limitation would be based on achieving the proposed criteria of .3 mg/I.
at the point of the potable water intake. Manganese does not remain suspended in stream for any
significant lengthy of time and typically settles out within a mile or so of a discharge source.
No anthracite coal mine operations currently discharge water treated for manganese anywhere
close to potable water withdrawal/intakes. As written. this proposed standard will have an adverse
impact on anthracite mining operations with little or no environmental benefit.
Naming manganese a toxin and requiring treatmcnt that is lbr greater than necessary will create a
disincentive for mine operators in the anthracite region from re-mining abandoned coal mine sites
where they may encounter water treatment liabilities.
The second alternate point of compliance proposed by the DEP does not comply with Act $0
and continues to keep the burden of treatment and compliance on mine operators.. The Department
acknowledges that using this basis of compliance to meet new effluent limitations costs to treat
“nav exceed i/ici! ii’hwh Lv required under existing guidance.’’
Further with this acknowledgement, the Department provides absolutely zero analysis on the
economic impact of implementing such a rule change. ‘[his regulatory language is equally harsh
and will result in the same impact as pointed out in option number one.
I lowever. when reviewing the rulemaking. the second alternative does seem to he the choice
favored by the Department. ‘[he Department states if the first alternative point olcompliance is
adopted, “those hole/tug permits or seeking permits Jo discharge manganese into the surfiice
u’aters of Pennsylvania wit! benefit. I/the proposed criterion (.3 mg/I.) is ac/opted and the .vccond
[loin! of coinphance alternative is adopted u/I users of surface waters ui!! benefit.”
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md ustn’ Concerns
A carefui review of the language of the both alternatives and the Executive Summary reveals
several concerns that the Department we believe must address before moving lbrward with this
proposed rulemaking.

A Novel Approach to Rule Making: First and foremost, the EQB must make a decision which
alternative regulatory language it will choose to promulgate. Will it be option #1 which changes
the point of compliance to the point of the planned withdrawa’ or will it he option #2 which
requires the discharge criteria he met at the point of discharge?
In my 25 years of reviewing and commenting on proposed state and Federal regulations fbr the
anthracite industry, 1 have never seen the Department or any government agency present a menu
olrulcmaking options to the public for comment and the EQB to choose from.
‘ibis is a first and novel way of developing rulemaking. I wonder if this is a one—time approach or
part ofa new trend on the part ofthe BCW and the Department. While option one does somethat
comply with Ihe letter of law by shilling compliance to the point of intake, it ignores the spirit of
the law by exceeding Federal guidelines by labelling manganese a toxin.

I lowever, option two, which seems to he the favored approach by the Department, totally ignores
both the spirit and the intent of the law. In 2004. EPA recommended a non—enforceable liiètinw
health advisory ([IA) level of 0.3 mg/I. lbr chronic exposure to manganese and a I —day and I 0—day
HA of I mg/L for acute exposure.
Option number two seeks to tighten Manganese treatment standards based on a
“recommendation” by the EPA and is not a Federal requirement. It completely disregards the
will of the citizens of the Commonwealth through their elected leaders.
Presenting the public and the EQB with two different options is not consistent with the laws
governing the rulemaking process and should be abandoned. For that reason. Option two should
not even be considered by the EQI3 because it fails to meet the statutory language set forth under
Act4Oof2Ol7.
More is Not Always Better Than Less but More is Needed here The I)epartment lays out its
rationale br the proposed changes to Manganese in its Proposed Rulemaking. The summary does
not rely on any in-house studies done by the Department or any other state agencies. but rather the
Department cites numerous studies done by outside sources. Ln many cases those studies were
conducted in third world countries like I3angladcsh. rural Canada and far east countries like Japan
and South Korea.
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For example. according to a paper published in 2003 by the EPA titled. I Icaith ElThcts Support
Document for Manganese” makes the following statement about a 1941 study on a small Japanese
community:
‘4 small Japanese conin;ui;ifl (total 25 i,;divic/iiai,i ingavted high level.v of mwiganese in
contaminated ire/I na/er (that leaked front dry cell batteries buried near the itchy) Over a three—
month period (Kairanijua ci cii. 1911).4’tlangcmese intake was nut detennined at the time of
Intoxica! ion. hut when assayed months hstei it was estimated to he close to 29 mgI (i.e.. 58
ing c/ui; or approxmtatelj’ 1 mg.kg—c/av acsmni ig a body it’eight o60 kg). •Svnq;toins inc/tided
let/n iny, increased muscle tonus. tremor, mental dix! urhunces. ciii1 even death. Autopsies
revealed macroscopic cinci microscopic changes in the brain / Issue. In contract. 52’K children (I— to
10—yr—uk/i weit’ not intoxicated as were the adults hit/ifs exposure. 11w elder/v were inure
severel;’ afl’eeted. Some effeetc inn;’ have resulted from factors other thai; 11,011 qanese evpocure.
There is no in/urination available on the carcinogenic effects of manganese in humans. cnu/
animal studies have reported mLred results. Based on the 1999 Drafi Guidelines/in’ Carcinogen
Risk ,ls.sessnwnL there is ‘‘That/equate Jn/ormation to As.cess lhmuin Carcinogenic Potential “fbi’
manganese (US. EPA. 1 99%f According to the 1986 Gukleline.v, EPA considered inanganace to
be not classifiable itt/h respect to carcinogenway. Group D ((LV EPA. 1986/,). Data/ruin oral
exposure suggest that manganese has a low developmental toxic fly.

Along with manganese dioxide, the dry cell batteries would have also been leaching zinc, zinc
chloride and ammonium chloride. The EPA report does not discuss the impact of these chemicals
on the villagers in this report. hut it does state that “Some effectc mar han? resulted froti; factors
other than inaneanese exposure.” Which begs the questions what were sonic of those effects and
why were they simply glossed over in the proposed?
Additionally. [he Department points to a 2011 study of children living in Bangladesh. a third
world country. The study looked at arsenic and manganese and concluded that manganese was
significant1v ii tore strong/v related to externalizing behavior problems.
question. has a similar study been done among children the same
This leads to a ver
could have
in hrst world nation’s like the U.S.. Great Britain or Canada? What other
impacted the behavior of children in Bangladesh. a third world nation, besides manganese
exposure!
of

important

factors

cases more information is needed
A close exLunination the facts seems to indicate that in
to fully understand the effects of manganese on humans. This is a point is noted by the I3CW
numerous times in its own Proposed Rulemaking.
of

many
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In fact. throughout its Proposed Rulemaking, the Department seems unsure of the results of the
studies that it is basing its recommendations on. You can read br yourself the language it
expresses in a number of places using in phrases like:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“more research is needed to understand...
“Researchers have begun to examine the effects oichronic low-level exposure on
clii Idren.”
“Preliminary data suggests
more research is needed.”
It is unclear whether this data
“further research is needed”
“hampered by the lack of data...”
Jhe results of the study suggest an association....

[here seems to be considerable uncertainty as to the results and meaning of the studies being
reibrenced by the Department. I would recommend that more certainty should be known beibre
classiMng something that until now has not been classified as a toxin by either the EPA or any
other state.
Another Nail in the Coffin for Pennsylvania Business: Nationwide and here in Pennsylvania.
many small businesses are struggling to just to stay alive. Adding a new regulatoiy burden to
Pennsylvania businesses in the midst ofa job eating pandemic is not a wise move.
Instead, it would be more sensible tbr the Commonwealth and the Department to look for was to
help bLisinesses by eliminate overburdensome regulations.
It is unreasonable for the Commonwealth to take such an unprecedented action at this time. In her
comments to the Department on Februan’ 26, 2018. Rachel Gleason, Executive Director of the
Pennsylvania Coal Alliance noted that other coal states were Par less restrictive in their regulation
olmanganese, In her comments to the Department. she stated:

“Pennsylvania’s application of the 1.0 mg/I PWS criterion for manganese at coal mining
discharges is more restrictive than any other coal mining state, and, as previously detailed, more
restrictive than Ibderal regulations. Specifically:
In Ohio. designated uses are provided in in Chapter 3745—1-07 of the Ohio
Administrative Code. Section (B)(3)(a) designates that
all stir/ace waters within/we
yards
irater
sur/ÜL’c
hundred
raIer shall he classi/wu’ as
ofan existing pub/ic
supply
Public Waler Supply. Further. Ohio does not have a PWS standard, an aquatic life
standard. or a human health standard lbr manganese. Rather. it regulates mine
discharges consistence with 40 dR §434.
“.. .

‘“
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n Kentucky. all streams, according to 401 Kentucky Administrative Regulations 5:026,
are designated [hr warm water aquatic habitat and primary and secondary contact
recreation. The designation fin’ donwstic water supp/i is applicable on/i at poiIiL 0/
intake. Further. Kentucky does not have a PWS standard. an aquatic life standard, or a
human health standard for manuanese. Rather, it regulates mine discharges consistence
with 40 CFR §434.
ii’aler.c oft/ic Stale shall tizeel the pith/k am/food
In Illinois. per Title 35. §303.202
at arit’poiiit at it’hich u’aler is ii’uhih’uiiii for
jnvcessing waler supply sianduniv
/reatnwill citici thstrthuium a.v a potable supply or/or fiwci processing.
...

In Indiana. Title 327, Article 2. “411 waler.s thai are asedbr public or nichesinal iiaier
supply must meet the standardv for those uses at the points where the ii’arei is
itith/raiin. Further. Indiana does not have a PWS standard or an aquatic file standard
for manganese.
In West Virginia, “The manganese human health criterion shall on/v app/v “it hin the
tue—mile zone un,nediatelv itJlStt’L’CIfll above a known public or private water supply used
far hunman L’OiiSlIflip!iOfl

Concluding Remarks

By being the lirst and only state in the nation to classitS’ manganese as a toxin, the Department is
creating a huge disincentive in both the anthracite and bituminous coal fields to re-mine and
reclaim long abandoned coal mine lands.
According to best DEP statistics available. since 1998. more than 43,000 acres of’ coal lands have
been reclaimed as a result of re—mining in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Anthracite coal mine
operators have re-mined and reclaimed more than 20.436 acres of surflice abandoned mine land
features and 193 acres of underumund abandoned mine lands.
Additionally, bituminous coal mine operators have reclaimed 14.040 acres of abandoned surface
mine lands and 8.739 acres of underground abandoned mine lands for a total of 22.779 acres. ‘Ihat
is an average of over 2,500 acres annually. Based on current BAMR costs. the environmental
benefits to the Commonwealth in the Anthracite Region over this period is an estimated $900 million
or about $52 million annually since 1998:
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As a result of this rulemaking. thousands of acres of long abandoned strip pits vi1l remain open and
dangerous to human, animal and aquatic life in the anthracite region and to waters our areas rivers
and streams contribute to.
The evidence is beyond conclusive that re-mining is having a positive impact on the region and
state’s environment. Classifying manganese as a toxin and creating more stringent 0.3mg/I. will do
very little 11w the environment. In flict. it will needlessly propitiate dangerous abandoned highwalls
and abandoned mine pollution by discouraging re—mining operators from permitting and re—mining
those areas where the risk encountering treatment thr manganese as a toxin at a much more stringent
level.
Anthracite Industry Background
Anthracite, commonly known as hard coal, is the highest form of coal and a naturally high carbon
source. With a typical carbon content range of 84% to 92% and a sulfur content of’ less than 0.7%
anthracite uses range from residential and commercial heating to industrial carbon applications for
the manufacturing of steel, graphite. water filtration media and other manufacturing needs.
While most bituminous coal seams lie relatively flat and horizontal. Anthracite coal seam typically
pitch downward into the earth in steep slopes of 45 degrees or more. basin out at the bottom and
pitch back up and saddle before plunging back into the earth at another steep pitch. An anthracite
surface mine may go as deep as 500 to Ièet to access the mineral.
War time needs of the last century required that coal he niined as quickly and as cheaply as possible.
As a result. U.S. law prior to 1977. discouraged the back filling and reclamation of surface coal
mines. Man of Lhose seared pits still remain a hazard today discharging millions of gallons of
pollution daily into the region’s water system. This water eventually finds its way into the nation’s
major drainage systems. the Delaware and Susquchanna River Basins.
However, today nearly all mining being done in the Anthracite region is the re-mining of coal Id
behind in previously mined areas. Anthracite mining operators are actually cleaning up mine
drainage and the environment by mining from the surface and day-liuhting” old abandoned deep
mines and surface mines. When complete. they then reclaim the landscape by hacklilling and re
seeding the area for other uses. In the Anthracite region, surface coal mining and environmental
reclamation go hand-in-hand. One does not occur without the other.
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Further. re-mining provides the added benefit of decreasing surhice water flow into underground
mine pool complexes and groundwater systems. When land reclamation occurs as a result of re
mining, there is a reduction of surface water runoff. Infiltration is eliminated or significantly
decreased preventing pathways and flow paths into the highly fractured bedrock and underground
workings that tend to elevate mine Pools which cause them to fluctuate. Left unimpeded, surface
water runoff will eventually find its way into long abandoned mine works creating AMD
discharges with varying flows.
The re—mining of abandoned mine land in the Anthracite and bituminous regions reclaims more
land and provides more water improvement than IIAMR at minimal costs associated with
administering the program. In addition to the environmental benefits of re—mining. It is also
important to note the significant economic benefits associated with re—mining in the Anthracite
reg lOLl.

Today. nearly 1,000 persons are directly employed by companies engaged in re-mining activities
in the Anthracite region. The industry contributes a direct payroll of nearly $100 million to the
state’s economy. The average re-mining employee earns a salan’ and benefits package of between
$60,000 and $75,000 annually. In addition, re-mining contributes to the creation of hundreds
more ancillary jobs adding even more income to the region and state, local and federal taxing
hod i es.
Thank you for taking the time to read over and consider my comments. We look forward to
working the Department on this timely and important topic. Please feel free to contact me with
any questions or comments you have.

Sincerely yours

c
Duane C. Feagley
Executive Director

